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From the Beloved Country may you have a shana tova and easy fast.
May Hashem inscribe all of you for a healthy and prosperous year)

Stan The Good Shabbos Man is a weekly ‘Mishugas’ on the internet www.stantgsm.com …..Which has weathered 
a GROOOOOT storm along the way, to reach the milestone of 21 years….. What a bobby it has been….It has 

taken ME AROUND THE WORLD many times, and the 98% positivity towards the letter encourages me to 
continue, for how long I don’t know….??? It has become such a ‘humungous’ task, to sort through info each week, 
try and get the most interesting data out that Yidden would like to read, answer the hundreds of personal E-mails 

a year…..and try and keep everyone happy….
 

This is the 21 st year of the ‘Stan The Good Shabbos Man’ newsletter, which started way back in 2000 when I 
left Stan & Pete Caterers….It has been a L-O-N-G journey to get here, having written soooooo much over the 
past 21 years….having passed milestones like the Barmitzvah year and the Chai year ….. When broken down it 

is a bit ‘Skrikky’….. over 1,000 weekly letters, with an average of 10 pages, which is +/- 10,000 pages, and when 
broken down into words, not even going there …. Einaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah, that is a lot….and I believe that it 

has been very well received by Yidden all over, especially Souff Effrikken Yidden, whether they are in Poffadder or 
New York…….

If I had to gage by replies received every week, I reckon that the ‘Rugger’ has the biggest following, and then the 
jokes and so on……..The “Vort” each week has proved VERY popular …. I must say that I receive very few ‘Klaps’ , 

BUT….you cannot please everyone……….. 

This Year the British Lions Tour was Humungous, with a lot of traffic coming in…
The Tour was a bit of a disaster with a lot of controversy, BUT….it was still International Rugger, which we have 

been starved of in the Beloved County

The various stories that I write on bring huge responses……I have assisted many people seeking all kinds of 
information, and most I have been able to assist…..

Must say that some queries have brought soooo much joy, and the Odd one has brought tears…..

To illustrate the depth of this Covid Virus, I usually take 10,000 pictures  a year….Methinks in the18 moths I 
have taken under a hundred pictures…BUT…as they say, ‘n Boer make ‘n Plan, MAAR ‘n Jood maak ‘n Plan wat 

werk…so I have started adding in Memories from years gone past, and hopefully in the near future I will be taking 
pictures again

I would like to thank my sponsors (Chavers) for their support, which allows me to print the Yearly Shabbos 
Newspaper ….. Unfortunately, due to the ‘Gazershe’ Corona Virus, I battled to get some sponsors and for 

the second year running, have decided to only do it online…..….. …. To Rabbi Yossy Goldman, Rabbi Emeritus  
Sydenham Shul, C/O ‘Beloved Country’ for his weekly inspirational ‘Vort’ which is well received by thousands 

each week…..and I must say that come ‘hell or high’ water, he gets the ‘Meisa’ to me every week….. Adank 
Rabbi…..and of course Rabbi ‘Yossy’ has retired from Sydenham Shul, but still contuse to send a ‘Vort’ each week, 

to many different publications…

The Virus has Tukka ‘killed’ business and things in the Beloved Country are VERY difficult, and of course the rest 
of the world also… ..What was supposed to be a 6 months ‘hazard’, is already 18 months with no sight to an 

end…..Israel has now started with third Vaccines, and who knows how long it is going to take to rid the World of 
this shocking Virus……There have already been a few million deaths Worldwide, and hopefully they can contain it, 

as the Spanish flu a 100 years ago, killed 50m people…Oy Vy….. 

Looking forward TO MORE ‘Meisa’s’ in the next few years G-D willing…..

Gezunte un Freilache Yom Tov….
(Enjoy and have a GR8888888 Yomtov and well over the fast….)

Stan The Good Shabbos Man
www.stantgsm.com 

smookler@netactive.co.za 
It’s so simple to be wise….Just think of something stupid to say and then don’t say it …….

From the beloved country 
may you have a shana tova and easy fast. May 
Hashem inscribe all of you for a healthy and 

prosperous year
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Wishing all our clients and 
the Jewish community a 

safe, healthy, sweet New 
Year and well over the fast.

Securing Safety and 
Peace of Mind

24/7 CALL CENTRE: 0861 101 000

www.mantissecurity.co.za
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By Rav Ilan Herrmann

I have a few medals left, and a trophy. Most were stolen over the years 
and some lost as we moved and relocated to different homes. But a few 
are left and they are kept in a glass cabinet. They are always impressive to 
look at and to hold - but with life being so frenetic, I seldom notice them 
as I do my daily ‘busy’ and pass the cabinet and its contents without 
a glance. And what with the Covid-19 upheaval that has engulfed us 
like a tornado and with my ‘kop’ all over the place, it’s hard to focus my 
attention on trophies in a cabinet.
 

 
Let me clarify. They are not my 
medals or trophies. They belong 
to my late father, Jorge ‘Santoro’ 
Herrmann obm. For many people 
and particularly those of my 
parents’ and my grandparents’ 
generations, he would need no 
further introduction. He was 
indeed a house-hold name. But 
not all our readers are from that 
era so, in brief ... ‘Santoro’ as 
he was known, was the David 
Beckham of South African football. 
Doctor Ivan Khoza of Orlando 
Pirates and SAFA fame likened him 
to the midfield genius ‘Chavi’ the 
maestro at Barcelona FC in their 
prime a few years back. Many have 
suggested that Santoro is arguably 
the greatest footballer to have 

graced the ‘beautiful game’ in South Africa. (Beckham is the player often 
likened to Santoro as both sizzled with dashing good looks).
 
Born and bred in Brazil’s Rio de Jaineiro, Santoro, who played against 
Pele and alongside Garrincha, Didi, Vava, Jairzinho, Zagalo and other 
soccer giants, was brought out to South Africa and played for, amongst 
others, Highlands Park Football Club. Highlands became revered as the 
most phenomenal and sensational soccer team in the league then, and, 
for many, the all-time best soccer team in SA footballing history.
 

Those medals in that cabinet carry the memory and achievements of 
an individuals remarkable career in football. Sometimes, as I walk by 
the cabinet, I stop to stare at the engraved words. One of them reads: 
‘Champion of Champions Winners 1966’. It jolts me into thinking that 
this medal carries within it the spirit of a formidable athlete who rose to 
the top and competed with and against the very best. I am reminded at 
those times to ‘raise my own bar’; my own standards. Gazing at those 
trophies and medals, I sense the passion, commitment and dedication of 

a player, a winner, and a solid and reliable team-mate to the other heroes 
of yesteryear in the ‘Lions of the North’ illustrious Highlands Park squad 
- to name but a few: Ryder, Hume, Gough, Rufus, Kalk, Walter, Levy, 
Macintosh…
 

Once a year I actually open the cabinet and take out the medals and 
trophies. I dust them off and then polish them. Then they become 
even more striking. I hold them close. They stir something in me and, in 
those delicate moments, my mind’s eye can almost visualise the action 
in real time. The crowds applauding the Highlands Park FC ‘machine’ 
at work. The tackling. The blood, sweat and tears. The churning out of 
victory after victory. Goals flooding passed the mesmerised opposition 
teams. Callies, Suburns, P.E., Durban City all falling victim to the prolific 
Highlands ‘mercenaries’. And then the medals, draped on the winners’ 
shoulders and the trophy lifted high over their heads. I open my eyes 
and there I am holding that medal, that trophy - the legacy of Santoro, of 
excellence, grasped in my hands - and I am inspired in my own game of 
life - not necessarily football.
 
Why am I sharing this?
 
The Jewish people are a proud and great nation who were tasked with a 
supreme historical mission. In order to be an empowered nation and to 
be able to fulfill this historic mission, we have been given the greatest 
trophy of all - The Torah. “Torah Tziva Lanu… Morasha Kehilat Yaakov” - 
“The Torah was commanded to us… an inheritance of the Assembly of 
Jacob” (i.e. the Jewish people).
 
During the frantic days and weeks of the year, we often get so caught up 
with things that we forget the importance of the ‘Trophies and Medals’ 
- our Torah and our Jewish Heritage. We rush by them and only catch a 
few glimpses; hear a few whispers and sense only a few, often only static, 
sounds, that connect us to them. As we enter the Days of Awe, we are 
awakened to the realisation that we need to step-up our game.
 
When we sound the Shofar at shul, it is accompanied by our reciting 
verses called ‘Zichronot’ - ‘Remembrances’. In these verses we recall 
the great deeds of illustrious and exalted figures in our Jewish history: 
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Sarah, Rebbecah, Rachel, Leah, Moses, David.. - 
our patriarchs and matriarchs who blazed an indelible trail of devotion to 
G-d. We can almost touch the medals of their blood, sweat and tears of 
sacrifice to forge the great legacy to which we, today, are linked and are 
privileged to be a part of. As we hear the Tekiah, Shevarim and Teruah 
and the liturgy is read and sung, recalling the momentous events at 
Mount Sinai when we became G-d’s people and received the ultimate 
Trophy, the Torah, our consciousness is roused.. this is not peripheral in 
our lives, it is intrinsic and vital!
 
As we hug these Trophies on the Days of Awe, we are moved, uplifted 
and elevated. Our souls are jogged and stirred to the calling that runs 

A few medals left..

Malcolm Rufus, Joe Frickleton, Jorge Santoro, Willie Macintosh
THE STAR  JOHANNESBURG  WEDNESDAY  DECEMBER  8 1965
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deep within us - that we are each an essential part of a special and great 
team - Am Yisrael. 

We are inspired and feel rejuvenated. We renew our commitment to our 
G-d, our people and our faith. We pledge to raise our game; to improve 
in observing the Mitzvot and to learning the Torah more regularly; to 
light shabbos candles and to give a coin to Tzedakah daily; to say some 
Tehillim (Psalms) and study the weekly portion; to put on Tefillin and say 
the Shema every day; to love our fellow Jew and be less judgmental; to 
affirm  our bond and stand in solidarity and prayer with, Israel and our 
valiant IDF soldiers.
 
As the final Shofar is sounded at Neilah on Yom Kippur, the gates are 
closed. It is then that the ‘Trophies and Medals’ of the Days of Awe are 
replaced in the cabinet as the new 
frenetic year gets underway. But, 
we have resolved to glance at 
these trophies far more regularly, 
to bring them out and dust them 
more often and to polish them 
more frequently - during the 
year. We are re-charged and are 
galvanised to go into and through 
the year, proudly and actively 
wearing the badge of our faith and 
our people in our hearts and on 
our sleeves.

By Rav Ilan Herrmann

Son of the legend - Jorge ‘Santoro’ 
Herrmann

A few medals left..cont

KONICA MINOLTA 
GAUTENG 

www.kmgauteng.co.za          konicaminoltagauteng          info@konicaminoltagauteng.co.za         011 312 1155

Wishing you all a  

HAPPY NEW YEAR
and a meaningful fast. 

May your name be printed 
in the book of life. 
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Wishing
you a Sweet & 
Happy New Year

WishingWishing

1 Long Avenue, Glenhazel  |  011 440 9517  |  www.kosherworld.co.za
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AKIVA FUND
powering SOSA Medical Project

Forthe upliftment of the soul of Kyle Onay a"h

Your contribution will help provide immediate 

hospital cover to those in dire need. By 

pledging R1750 a month you can sponsor a 

community member’s hospital plan. Once-off 

donations and other monthly pledges also 

welcome. 

With your help, we can 
ensure every member of our 
community has vital access 
to private hospital care.

Donations

Assisting our 
less fortunate with 
medical aid 
hospital plans

currently prioritising our 
elderly and those with 
comorbidities

SOSA - First National Bank

Branch: Rosebank (250 655)

Acc #:62713804559 

(SWIFT code FIRNZAJJ)

Donate by Credit Card:  

www.SOSAmedical.org/Donate

SOS for the Aged NPC (SOSA) • (2017/330505/08) 

Registered PBO No. (930062159)

O 011-882- 8322   WA 011-882-8322   E info@SOSAmedical.org  

A 23 Bristol Road, Parkwood, Jhb   W www.SOSAmedical.org

Directors: R’ Shaun Wingrin, Dr. Colin Barlin, Sheldon Gordon
Associates: R’ Ari Hoppenstein, Yoni Margalit, Gary Michelson

Chief Rabbi Warren Goldstein

“This is a great mitzvah, because there are a growing number of people in the South African Jewish 

community who have no choice but to rely on state hospitals – where conditions make proper 

medical care enormously challenging.”

SHANA
TOVA

UMETUKA
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Consolidation 2021………………………

The Back Nine…………

And then it is winter …
You know, time has a way of moving quickly 
and catching you unaware of the passing 
years. It seems just yesterday that I was 
young, just married and embarking 
on my new life with my mate. Yet 
in a way, it seems like eons ago, 
and I wonder where all the years 
went. I know that I lived them 
all. I have glimpses of how it 
was back then and of all my 
hopes and dreams.

But, here it is, the “ba
ck nine” of my life and it 
catches me by surprise. 
How did I get here so fast? 
Where did the years go, 
and where did my youth 
go?

I remember well seeing older 
people through the years 
and thinking that those older 
people were years away from 
me, and that “I was only on the 
first hole” and the “back nine” was 
so far off that I could not fathom it 
or imagine fully what it would be like.
But, here it is – my friends are retired 
and getting gray; they move slower and 
I see an older person now. Some are in 
better and some worse shape than me, but, 
I see the great change. Not like the ones that I 
remember who were young and vibrant, but, like me, 
their age is beginning to show and we are now those older 
folks that we used to see and never thought we’d become.

Each day now, I find that just getting a shower is a real target for the day! 
And taking a nap is not a treat anymore – it’s mandatory! Because if I 
don’t on my own free will, I just fall asleep where I sit!

And so, now I enter into this new season of my life unprepared for all the 
aches and pains and the loss of strength and ability to go and do things 
that I wish I had done but never did!! But, at least I know that though I’m 
on the “back nine”, and I’m not sure how long it will last, this I know, that 
when it’s over on this earth, it’s over. A new adventure will begin! Yes, I 

What is actually going to happen to the ‘Yiddisher’ community in the 
‘Beloved Country’ looking ahead..??? The Corona Virus plus the rioting in 
July, has put a huge damper on the country, with many people looking at 
Emigration as the answer

What happens to the Community that is left, which will be much smaller, 
BUT….still have the infrastructure that has been created, to take care 
of….???? Methinks that because the community is a very close knit unit 
by and large, things should stay the same…BUT…….it is not what the 
‘Yiddisher’ community want, BUT….what the country wants, and methinks 
that things are very volatile at the moment, and the insecurity with our 
Government ‘Balabatim’ is at danger point ……. With the ‘Buffalo’ (Cyril 
Ramaphosa) the Presidente, without much power…… That is a reality…….. 
and the Jacob Zuma supporters are all over the cabinet still, with only 
a few side-lined ….  Going forward, things will become more difficult, 
and the ‘Yiddisher’ community are already battling to make ends meet…. 
People have become unemployed, with very little chance of finding new 
employment.

Since ’94, the position/condition of the majority of the population has 
Tukka gone down, and only a small amount of previously disadvantaged 
people have benefited and of course the High fliers, who have been 
scoring off Tenders fraud/state capture etc. …How long can Souff Effrikka 
afford the cost of ‘Gunvining’ on the humungous scale that has been 
going on…….??? There is a definite slow down since Cyril Ramaphosa 
came in, BUT…..soooo much still to do…
.
The Souff Effrikken ‘Ethos’ has been destroyed by the Governments 
continual inaction against crime, Kamikaze Taxi gangsters, Unions 
etc……. and now the latest bombshell is the ‘organized’ Rioting / looting 
that took place in July……..This is a ‘Groiser’ one, and I believe that by 
now, someone should have been arrested as the Ringleader of the 
Tzorris…..…. BUT….looking back at past mistakes by the Government in 
dealing with these things has been disastrous, and one only has to look 
at Eishhhhhkom, Hellkom, SAA etc, and be very worried about how they 
will manage to successfully put an end to such destruction…. Looking at 
R50b minimum…

The recession we find ourselves in, will get worse before it gets better, 
and the population are suffering, big time….. Not an industry that has not 
been affected, and what remedial action do the ‘Men from the Ministry’ 
take - None…..and even is such grave times as the Covid pandemic, the 
Man entrusted to lead the Country through the pandemic, has been 
‘skopped ‘ our due to huge /fraud and irregularities….

Then there are a small minority of the population called ‘Yidden’ trying 
to carry on ‘as normal’…..not possible, and the time has arrived for the 
Community to start working together, for the continued survival of 
what the community has, and wants to maintain ….. Unfortunately, the 
community is an ageing community, and it is that much more difficult 
to maintain the huge infrastructure that we have…… Immigration is a 
reality, and according to stats, most Yidden are making Aliyah, as it has 
become too difficult for families to manage in the normal immigration 
haunts like Oz, USofA ,UK and Canada …………Times are very hard at 
the moment, and proper leadership is needed to keep the community 
intact ….Continually stretching scarce ‘Yiddisher’ resources, will see a 
total collapse of the community….

At the moment there is a ‘Skrikky’ amount of Yidden who have fallen on 
bad times, and in most cases it is a question of not how they got into 
these situations, BUT…..with the Coronavirus / economy as weak as it is, 
and the difficulty for 40 / 50 year olds that have been retrenched to get 
employment is really sad, and methinks it will still get worse, and I am not 
convinced that we will get out of the tough cycle quickly, and it could 

take many years to come right..?????? What we have to ask ourselves, 
what happens now…???? Does the Community keep growing in every 
direction, or should we not consolidate, and work together…?????? 
Time for the ‘Balabatim’ to make some wise choices……

Stan The Good Shabbos Man.

Captions; Aliyah ;  Doctor Lutirn & Family
Biggest Group to go on Aliyah..

A Lekker Meisa about us ageing 
people…….
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36one.co.za  |  info@36one.co.za  |  +(27) 10 501 0250

The DEGREE of Difference

Focused on increasing 
your wealth, like bees 

creating honey.

May you and 
your family 

have a sweet 
year ahead. 

have regrets. There are things I wish I hadn’t done, things I should have 
done, but indeed, there are many things I’m happy to have done. It’s all 
in a lifetime.

So, if you’re not on the “back nine” yet, let me remind you, that it will be 
here faster than you think. So, whatever you would like to accomplish in 
your life please do it quickly! Don’t put things off too long!! Life goes by 
quickly. So, do what you can today, as you can never be sure whether 
you’re on the “back nine” or not!

You have no promise that you will see all the seasons of your life, so, 
live for today and say all the things that you want your loved ones to 
remember, and hope that they appreciate and love you for all the things 
that you have done for them in all the years past!!

Life is a gift to you. The way you live your life is your gift to those 
who come after. Make it a fantastic one. Live it well! 

Enjoy Today! Do something fun! Be happy! Have a 
great day! Remember: “It is health that is real 

wealth and not pieces of gold and silver.”
 

Lastly, consider this: Your kids 
are becoming you, but your 

grandchildren are perfect! Going 
out is good. Coming home is 

better! You forget names, 
but it’s OK because other 
people forgot they even 
knew you!!! You realize 
you’re never going to be 
really good at anything, 
especially golf. The 
things you used to 
care to do, you no 
longer care to do, but 
you really do care 
that you don’t care 
to do them anymore. 
You sleep better on a 
lounge chair with the 
TV blaring than in bed. 

It’s called “pre-sleep”. 
You miss the days when 

everything worked with 
just an ON and OFF switch. 

You tend to use more four-
letter words: What? When? … 

? 

 Now that you can afford expensive 
jewellery, it’s not safe to wear it 

anywhere. You notice everything they 
sell in stores is sleeveless! What used to be 

freckles are now liver spots. Everybody whispers. 
You have three sizes of clothes in your closet, two of 

which you will never wear. But old is good in some things: 
old songs, old movies, and best of all, OLD FRIENDS!

Stay well, “old friends!” 

It’s not what you gather, but what you scatter that tells what kind of life 
you have lived.

Today is the oldest you’ve ever been, yet the youngest you’ll ever be, so 
enjoy this day while it lasts.
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Celebrate

ContemplatE

We go into a future with a renewed 
understanding of the value of human 
connections, of real friendship and the 
capacity for caring.

To our clients, friends and colleagues 
we wish you Shanah Tova.

CHABAD 
BOOKSHOP
KOSHER WORLD - 1 LONG AVENUE, GLENHAZEL

GET YOUR COPY TODAY!

R360

Tony & Karmen
My Barber for 48 years!

An E-mazing Meisa…….   The Chessed that came back    

America had finally entered World War I. Troops poured into Europe 
to put an end to the war..
American troops were dispatched throughout Germany. The year 
was 1917.

A lone Jewish soldier from Duluth, Minnesota, Alex Lurye, found 
himself in a small German town called Seldes. It was Friday night. 
Being far away from home, he was lonely. The young Jewish soldier 
had some time on his hands. Feeling out of place, he decided to see 
what the local Jewish population was like. Entering the local village 
synagogue must have created a stir. An American soldier in uniform!.
The Americans fought the Germans in bitter combat. The lone soldier 
felt out of place. 

He was greeted by a kind German Jew by the name of Herr Rosenau 
who made him feel at home in the synagogue. After the services, 
Herr Rosenau invited the serviceman to his house for Kiddush and 
the traditional Friday night meal.

Seeing the beauty of a traditional Shabbat together with the warmth 
and kindness of this German-Jewish family made a deep impression 
on this young soldier. He was a stranger, a foreigner, even an enemy. 
Yet, because he was Jewish he was invited to another Jew’s home, 
given a delicious warm kosher home cooked meal complete with 
wine accompanied by the traditional Shabbat songs. Herr Rosenau’s 
family, together with his teenage daughter, gave the soldier the 
feeling that he was not alone, certainly not an enemy, even in such a 
far and distant land.

 The soldier was never able to come back again to see this kind family. 

However, the warm impression that he had received, the experience 
of the Shabbat in a warm and caring Jewish home did not leave him. 
It meant so much to this young soldier that, when he finally returned 
to Duluth, Minnesota, his home town, he took the time to sit down 
and write a letter to the German Jew who had touched his life with 
such kindness. This was is 1917. For some unknown reason, although 
Herr Rosenau received the letter, it was never answered. 
It was placed in a desk drawer and there it rested for twenty one 
years.

Time moves on. Ruth, the teenage daughter of the German Jew, 
has grown up and married a German Jew by the name of Eugen 
Wienberg.

She now has three small children. The oldest is a boy of eleven. 
The time is a bad time for the German Jews. The year is 1938. The 
dreaded Adolf Hitler has taken hold upon Germany and anti-Jewish 
proclamations are being contrived and enforced on a continually 
regular basis. Herr Rosenau is now a grandfather. He is bothered 
about the dark and dismal future for himself and his fellow Jews in 
Germany. He doesn’t pay attention to his eleven year old grandson, 
Sigbert, as he is rummaging through his desk looking for something 
of interest. Suddenly, a foreign postage stamp catches his eye. 
He pulls out the envelope with the postage stamp from America . 
“Grandfather, can I have this?”

Twenty one years have passed since he received the letter. “Yes, take 
it,” the grandfather replies. After years of giving, an old forgotten 
envelope makes his grandson happy. He takes it home to his mother.
“Look, look what grandfather has given me!”
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A SWEET NEW YEAR
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YEAR WITH 

This is your opportunity to 
make a difference that 
matters. There are over 
660 Jewish families in 
our community who do
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celebrate the New Year 
without your help. Together 
we can provide them with a 
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An E-mazing Meisa…….   The Chessed that came back    
The mother and her husband, Herr Wienberg, eye the envelope with 
curiosity. The letter is still inside. They remove the letter and read 
it. It is the thank you letter from the American service man from 
twenty-one years ago.

The mother remembers the young man. “Let’s write to him! Maybe 
he will remember us and sponsor us, enabling us to immigrate to 
America “ (It must be remembered that the U.S.A. did not let refugees 
come to its shores freely. However if someone would sponsor you, 
then there was a chance.)

Studying the envelope, they saw that there was no return address - 
only the name, Alex Lurye, and the city and state, Duluth, Minnesota. 
They had often said, “We have no future in Germany. We must get 
out before this mad man, Hitler, begins to do worse things to the 
Jews”.

So they wrote a letter addressed only as follows: Alex Lurye Duluth, 
Minnesota ….What can you do? Can you send a letter to a person in 
a large city without a street address and expect it to be delivered? 
Of course not. You would have to be foolish to think that it would 
get to its destination. But sometimes it works out. In this case, Alex 
Luyre had become a wealthy businessman who was well known in 
Duluth, a town of over a hundred thousand people. The postmaster 
delivered the letter.

   When Alex received it, he quickly sent a return letter acknowledging 
his receipt of their letter and pledging to help bring the Wienberg 
family to Duluth.

Alex kept his promise. The entire Wienberg family was brought 
over in that year and arrived in May of 1938. Shortly thereafter, the 
Rosenau family came over to America .

In Duluth, the Wienberg family began working hard to make life 
bearable through the depression era. Sometimes two jobs were 
necessary for both the father and mother in order to make it through 
the week.
Yet in Duluth, as in Seldes, Germany, the family made sure that the 
Shabbat would be joyously honored.

The rest of the family was quickly brought over to the States.
The horrible World War II swiftly came. The rest of German Jewry 
was destroyed.

Yet the kindness that Herr Rosenau had given to a stranger twenty 
one years earlier had come full circle. Because of their kindness, 
without any thought of personal gain, Herr Rosenau and his family 
were spared from the horrible fate of their fellow German Jews.
The chessed that they had so warmly given to others without 
desiring a payment in return had come back to them with dividends. 
The entire family was saved.

Today that family has sprouted and grown. A family blessed with 
many children and grandchildren and great-grand-children (Bli Iyin 
Hara). All have taken upon themselves always to honour the Shabbat.

Doing chessed is the Jewish way - helping another Jew without 
expecting anything in return. Pure and unadulterated kindness. ……
It’s for you and for me.
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MAXI DISCOUNT KOSHER 
Butchery, Sandringham 

‘Kosher’ Strip.... 
Now also the best ‘Chix’ in town

Tel: (011) 485-1485
GR888888888888 ‘Biltong + Boeries’, Dry Wors… 
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Twenty one years later…… 

When I started off the letter 21 years ago, I never imagined such an 
engrossing hobby forming….I was in my Late 40’s and next year I will turn 
70 please G-D….

I started basically to learn how to use a Komutta, as I had never used a 
Komputta….. I started sending a letter to my close friends and relatives 
around the World, and in 2000 we had just entered a New phase of 
Government, sooo the Politics were aggressive and the Jokes very 
open….anything went…. When I took stock after the first few months, 
and I realized that there were over 400 people receiving the letter, and 
it was all run by me, which was a lot of work….and the demand grew for 
people to join……

I then got a company to actually send the letter, which was to much work 
on the small programme I had, and membership grew rapidly….In those 
early years, 95% of readers were from Overseas, and there were very 
few locals….That changed after the first few years, and the Local readers 
joining grew….and at its peak, I was sending 12,000 letters a week…..
Then started the moans that people were not receiving the letter, and 
unfortunately, the readers were from an older age group with very little 
understanding on how to get the Letter out of the Junk E-mail file….
and others letters were getting spammed by service providers, sooo the 
logical way to go was to start a website, which is quite costly to run, 
especially the amount of Info I was posting….. 100,000 pictures a year 
alone…. The Website had its problems, BUT….works well these days and 
the letters sent every week has dropped and we get +/- 25,000 visits to 
the website a month now….plus 4,000 letters…..

Each new level has been a learning curve, as the ‘Mail Chimp’ company I 
use to send then, has its own Mishugus’….and they bounce members off 
for very little reason, and then the E-mail address cannot be re –loaded, 
so I started a Word letter which I send from my Komputta which has 
another 1,0000 readers….Eventually some readers are dropped for good 
and then the only way is to get it off the Website…

I had to change the tone of the politics as the Manne had warned me 
against ‘harsh’ politics, and then some readers started on the Jokes, so 
I had to modify them also…The older members complain that the Jokes 
are not ‘spicey’ enough, the Frum community complain the Jokes areto 
‘blushing’ for words, and the Liberals hammer me every time I tell a Joke 
about Bongani Or Sipho….The Gay community hammer any Gay joke, so 
there is actually very few jokes I can use….”Maar ‘n Boer maak ‘n Plan, en 
a Jood maak ‘n Plan wat werk”….. I reckon I have read more Joke books 
than normal books….The Jokes are very popular and I get many, many 
comments each week…..

Sport has kept me very busy over the past 21 years, and it becomes 
difficult to decide what to write….If you make a strong prediction, and 
you are wrong, the e-mails flow about how little I know about the various 
sport topics, so I changed the way I write on sport, and do not get hyped 
on who WILL win, BUT….rather discuss the actual games…. Generally, my 
predictions have been spot on, and I called the British Lions Tour would 
be a Bok victorty on the series….after the first Test, which the Bokke lost, 
I got a lot of hate mail, and still predicted a series win, which we got….Not 
one e-mail staright after complimenting me….Eishhhhhh….

The General topics I mention from week to week, are usually stated from 
e-mails I receive……and I just get the story going, and if enough replies 
come, I might expand the following week….

I would say the “ POST with the MOST “ is the hatch, match and 
unfortunately dispatch section….During Covid, where deaths have 
spiked, I have included briefs on only people that I had a connection 

with or knew well…. Getting details for readers so they can connect with 
relatives / friends is a big one, and Tukka keeps me busy…I regularly 
publish the Chev LINK to funerals, as readers seek this info all the 
time……. Yidden staying overseas are definitely linked & interested on 
what’s happening in the Yiddisher communities….. I must point out that 
I try my best to get the info correct, because it can be very upsetting 
to people if the wrong info is given…..A recent ‘Blaps’ was that I saw 
that a Fay Lazarus had passed away, and as nobody knew otherwise, I 
put that she had passed away, and gave my short history of the family, 
only to get a desperate call from her son in Law saying I had the wrong 
Fay Lazarus….I have known the family for 50 years and I apologised and 
dropped a Shabbos Cake for them, and we are Chavers again….. on the 
other hand a good OLD friend of mine’s wife passed away, and as \I has 
read a whole article about it being Covid, mentioned that she pad passed 
on from Covid….Did I get a Mapolla from her Kinderlach overseas about 
mentioning that she has passed away with Covid….I don’t mention Covid 
anymore, even if I know it was Covid and get many E-mails every week, 
asking if the fried/relative had died from Covid….Can’t win either way… 
BUT….I reply to every e-mail I get back…

Have managed to find soooo many lost souls for people, and Anne Brest, 
who does Family trees was quite E-mazed what readers sent in after 
requests and many family trees have been enhanced…..There have been 
some deep mysteries among the queries I have received, but I won’t 
write about them, as they were very private….

I have written about many subjects and got ‘Klapped’ about disclosing 
the stories, which I might add were on the Internet anyway, BUT…..
readers do find fault and I have replied to all of them, and put their minds 
at ease……ONLY once in the 21 years did I try a ‘Purim Shpiel’ which 
stated that the New Government would not allow overseas visits unless 
the Travellers paid a half million dep which was refundable on return….. 
My Gosh, I actually received a large amount of Hate Mail, threatening 
me, and when I explained that a Purim Shpiel was like April Fool’s Day, 
they did not want to know…I even had a Link to a cartoon stating Purim 
Shpiel….

Which my Nephew Ari Lyon’s had specially created….. did promise NO 
more Shpiels

Charity has always been a big number on the Letter, and I have tried 
to give coverage to the Main organizations around….A very interesting 
Charity drive was when a good friend of mine called to say her Zunnelle 
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Kevin had been chosen to go on a Rugger |Tour for King David Linksfield 
and they need R18,000. That was 14 years ago, and my Nephew Ari 
drew a Minyan with 10 Frum looking guys with no faces, and I put it 
out….. Wow, the faces were filled in 3 days, and Kevin went on Tour……

Any subject works, and I put an article about how my Late Bobba used 
to bring us white Mice (From Lopis Pet Shop in Loveday street) & Skilpad 
from Joburg to Lichtenberg, and got go 80 replies….. My Lichtenberg 
stories have always proved popular, and I often get asked…. Where there 
a 1,0000 Yidden in Lichtenberg, and I reply only 60/70 families, BUT….
when you remember the families, and keep up with their Kinderlach, that 
is a lot of people form Lichtenberg…..

The Famous Lichtenberg saying is : Ek Is die Lich van Lichtenberg…
Pity about the ‘Okes’ from Kokstad & Kakamaas…..

I think the Lithuania link for Passports is dwindling, as they are clamping 
down in ‘Der Heim’, and it is getting much harder to get the passports…. 
Methinks they will do anything to deny Yidden and kind of privilege….. I  
have had many an argument with people who write and condemn Yidden 
who get the passport….My thought is get it if you can, if it will assist you 
and show those Galeria’s a thing or two

I like putting families together when they write in and try and remember 
the links, which are becoming more difficult, as I am stating to ‘Fa Guess’ 
( forget)… How long can I continue this Mishugus…??? As long as I can 
type and they don’t bring in any more modern technology….

Stan The GOOD SHABBOS MAN
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 SHANA TOVA FROM THE ‘IDEAL’ TEAM...
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Jokes……
Saul Epstein joins a local gym in Jerusalem called 
“Dudu’s.”
He can never find the time to go, but when he gets 
a letter in the mail saying that Dudu’s will cancel his 
membership unless he renews, he rushes down to 
make a payment.
When he arrives, his speaks to the gym’s owner, 
Dudu, and says half-jokingly,
“So be honest with me, do you have a name for 
guys like me who join and never show up?”
“Yes,” says Dudu. “Profit.”

Manne “ Zaggen’ ( things….)
The missus isn’t talking to me. She said I ruined 
her birthday.
I’m not sure how...I didn’t even know it was her 
birthday!
 
After too many beers my mate asked if he could 
crash out on my sofa.
I had to explain to him that I’m married now, so that’s 
where I sleep.
 
The missus said she’s leaving me because I invade 
her privacy too often. At least that’s what it says in 
her diary.
 
As me and the missus headed off on a romantic 
holiday, we talked about what kinky things we’d like 
to do to each other.
She said, “I’ve always wanted to be handcuffed.” So I 
planted a kilo of cocaine in her suitcase.( Ag Neeee…)
 
Woman to husband: “Let’s go out and have some 
fun tonight!”
Husband: “Okay, but if you get home before I do, 
leave the hall light on.”
 
My missus left me for another bloke. All that lies 
ahead now is a miserable, pointless life, with suicide 
seemingly the only way out ……..
and while the poor bugger’s going through all that 
I’ll be down at the pub with my mates every night! ( 
You wish….)
 
My missus left a note on the fridge: “It’s not 
working. I can’t take it anymore, I’m going to live 
with my mum.”
I opened the fridge door, the light came on, the beer 
was cold. What the hell is she on about?” (OY………)
 
My missus said I need to be more in touch with my 
feminine side, so I crashed the car, burnt the dinner 
and ignored her all day, for no reason.
 

Chaim is t a l k i n g 
to his Chaver Rachel….. they 
are discussing marriage which Rachel is thinking 
about…
She turns to Chaim for advice as he has been 
married for many years
Chaim “How long you been married”
Been happily married for 5 years…Rachel is 
shocked.. Chaim you have been married to many 
more years…
Yes replies Chaim “Been married for 45 years, 
BUT….only 5 years where hapy… (Oy ….Vy0
 
A nun is sitting with her Mother Superior, chatting.
“I used some horrible language this week and feel 
absolutely terrible about it.”
“When did you use this awful language?” asks the 
elder.
“Well, I was golfing and hit an incredible drive that 
looked like it was going to go over 280 yards,
but it struck a phone line that’s hanging over the 
fairway and fell straight down to the ground after 
going only about 100 yards.”
“Is that when you swore?”
“No, Mother,” says the nun. “After that a squirrel ran 
out of the bushes and grabbed my ball in its mouth 
and began to run away.”
“Is THAT when you swore?” asks the Mother Superior 
again.
“Well, no.” says the nun. “You see, as the squirrel was 
running, an eagle came down out of the sky, grabbed 
the squirrel in his talons and began to fly away!”
“Is THAT when you swore?” asks the amazed elder 
nun.
“No, not yet. As the eagle carried the squirrel away 
in its claws, it flew near the green and the squirrel 

dropped my ball.”
“Did you swear THEN?” asked Mother Superior, 
becoming impatient.
“No, because the ball fell on a big rock, bounced over 

the sand trap, rolled onto the green, and stopped 
about a foot from the hole.”
The two nuns were silent for a moment. Then 
Mother Superior sighed and asked, “You missed 
the putt, didn’t you?” ( Einaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah…..)
 
At a travel agency in Shanghai, I asked the 
Chinese girl behind the counter if she could 

escort me on a city tour. ??
She asked her for her mobile number so I could 

call her to make arrangements.
She gave me a big smile, nodded her head and said, 
“Sex sex sex, wan free sex for tonigh”.
I replied, “Wow, you Chinese women are really 
hospitable! ”
A guy standing next to me overheard, tapped me on 
the shoulder and said,
“What she really said was: 666136429. ( 
Eishhhhhhhhhhh……)

Mabel was walking around crying . “ I have lost my 
dog !” I need him back …
Her friend shouted to her . “ Why don`t you put a 
advertisement in the paper. ? “
Mabel cried back. “ Don`t be silly . My dog cannot 
read. “

A drunk man got on to a bus late one night, 
staggered up the aisle, and slumped down next to 
an elderly woman.
She looked the man sternly and said, “I’ve got news 
for you young man - you’re going straight to hell!”
The drunk man jumped up and screamed, “Oh 
bugger, I’m on the wrong bus!”

In a murder trial, the defence attorney was cross-
examining the coroner.
Attorney: Before you signed the death certificate, 
had you taken the pulse?
Coroner: No.
Attorney: Did you listen to the heart?
Coroner: No.
Attorney: Did you check for breathing?
Coroner: No.
Attorney: So, when you signed the death certificate, 
you weren’t sure the man was dead, were you?
Coroner: Well, let me put it this way. The man’s brain 
was sitting in a jar on my desk.
But I guess it’s possible he could be out there 
practicing law somewhere. ( OY……)
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Maccabi South Africa is celebrating 85 years of sporting 
pride, having made a significant contribution to the 
Zionist vision, to the Maccabi Games and to our local 
Jewish community.
We have begun the countdown to the 21st Maccabi Games which is taking place from
12 – 26 July 2022 in Israel. South Africa has participated in every Games since 1935, 
performing with distinction from Juniors to Masters. A total of 3486 South African athletes 
have competed to date, winning an impressive 827 medals including 288 gold. In addition to 
representing South Africa and competing on the global stage, the Maccabi Games provides 
the opportunity to discover Israel and make lifelong friendships with Jews from around the 
world – it is a truly exceptional experience.

We are exploring competing in 25 potential sports at the 2022 Games, including the
new sports of bouldering, padel tennis, skateboarding and surfing! Trials are underway for 
various sports and we are excited by the keen interest and high standard of competition.
For further information on the Maccabiah and how you can be a part of #TeamMaccabiSA, 
check out our website www.maccabi.co.za, our social media pages or email us on 
admin@maccabi.co.za

85YEARS OF
SPORTING PRIDE
1  9  3  6  -  2  0  2  1

www.maccabi.co.za

A R E  Y O U  G A M E ?

1935 1961 1981 2013
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PROUD
INSURANCE
PROVIDERS

www.garrun-group.co.za

Authorised Financial Services Providers

Our insurance business is not led 
by sales, we are motivated by the 
right outcome for you or your 
business.  That’s why it puts us in the 
best position to create innovative, 
bespoke solutions that add value 
where and when it matters.  It allows 
us to share world-class advice and 
be accessible, nationwide.
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A woman meant to call a record store but dialled the 
wrong number and got a private home instead.
“Do you have ‘Eyes of Blue’ and ‘A Love Supreme’?” 
she asked.
“Well, no,” answered the puzzled homeowner.
“But I have a wife and eleven children.”
“Is that a record?” she inquired.
“I don’t think so,” replied the man, “but it’s as close as 
I want to get.” ( Ag Neeeee…)
 
A  Priest was about to finish his tour of duty, and 
was leaving his Mission in the jungle where he has 
spent years teaching the natives
when he realizes that the one thing he never taught 
them was how to speak English.
So he takes the chief for a walk in the forest.
He points to a tree and says to the chief, “This is a 
tree.”
The chief looks at the tree and grunts, “Tree.”
The Priest is pleased with the response. They walk 
a little
further and he points to a rock and says, “This is a 
rock.”
Hearing this, the chief looks and grunts, “Rock.”
The Priest was really getting enthusiastic about the 
results
when he hears a rustling in the bushes. As they peek 
over the top, he
sees a couple of ‘natives’ in the midst of heavy 
sexual activity.
The Priest is really flustered and quickly responds, 
“Man riding a bike.”
The chief looks at the couple briefly, pulls out his 
blowgun and kills them.
The Priest goes ballistic and yells at the chief that 
he has spent years teaching the tribe how to be 
civilized and be kind to each other,
so how could he kill these people in cold blood that 

way?
 The chief replied, “My bike.” ( ENJOY YOUR DAY 
and remember to keep off the roads when riding 
somebody else’s bicycle) .
 
Two men were hunting deer when a large bear rears 
up and begins to charge them.
The one man puts his running shoes on and begins to 
run with the other man.
The second man asks why he put them on because it 
won’t help him out run the bear.
He said “I don’t need to out run the bear I need to 
out run you.”

Larry was happily browsing online when his new 
computer suddenly went blank.
He pressed the power button on and off multiple 
times, but that didn’t help.
Knocking the monitor, banging on the keyboard, 
and yelling at the machine didn’t improve matters 
either.
With all options exhausted he called customer 
service.
“This is Bill, to whom do I have the pleasure of 
speaking?”
“I’m Larry, and I’m having trouble with my new 
computer. The screen suddenly went blank and no 
matter what I do, it won’t turn back on.”
“Hmm…I see. If you look at the back of of it, do you 
see a cord plugged in to the computer?”
“Yes, I do.”
“Okay, good. Now, follow that cord to the end. Is it 
plugged into the wall?”
“Yes, of course it’s plugged into the wall!”
“I’m very sorry sir. I just thought there might be a 
simple solution.
Okay, now please tell me, is there a cable going from 
the bottom of the computer to the monitor?”

“I can’t reach back there, and I can’t see whether 
there’s a cable. It’s too dark.”
“Ah, are you able to turn a light on to see?”
“No, I can’t.”
“Why not, sir?”
“Because we’re in the middle of load shedding!” ( 
Oy….Vy)
 
What’s the difference between Chinese Food and 
Jewish food? An hour after eating Chinese , you’re 
hungry.
An hour after eating Jewish food, you’re still eating.

Gatiep is working at the zoo. He especially enjoys 
cleaning out the elephant’s enclosure,
since the zoo’s sole elephant is an intelligent and 
obedient animal called “Nuts”.
All he has to do is say “come over here, Nuts”, or “sit 
down, Nuts” and the elephant will do what it is told.
One day he comes into the manager’s office dripping 
wet, flings down his broom and shouts
“Ek’s klaar! I’ve had all I can take! I quit!”
“What’s wrong, Gatiep?” asks the manager.
“I can’t take the guy selling peanuts any more.
Every day when I’m in with the Elephant he’s yelling 
“Peanuts! Peanuts!” ( Ag Neeee…….)

Jokes……
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The past 18 months will be remembered forever……Not because we 
had the British Lions touring nor the OY-lympics , and the ‘Bokke’ won 
‘Nogall’…BUT….. The Coronavirus, which changed every single person 
on earth’s way of living….What a disaster it has been……

Who would ever have thought that World travel would stop, and 
people would be confined to their living quarters for long stretches of 
time…???? In The ‘Beloved Country’ we were a ‘Bissel’ lucky, as we only 
received the first few cases well after some countries and the result 
was that we were not hit as hard as some of the European/Eastern bloc 
countries…..

There have been soooo many Experts giving their views on the 
Pandemic worldwide and as many of those that there were, there were 
an equal amount of conspiracy theories…. And it has been very difficult 
to determine what is the best way to avoid getting the Chasershe 
virus….Some said gloves, others said Absoluuuuuuuuuutly not, and with 
every statement came 10 counter statements and in the end, Methinks 
that those with ‘Sheichel’ came out the best….. There have been many 
ups and downs, and of course among the Yiddisher community, things 
like Funerals, visiting family in far off places, not going to Shul were 
major factors…..

The Yiddisher community in Souff Effrikka is a very close community, 
although shrinking each year and there definitely was guidance for the 
community…. The Chief Rabbi, Warren Goldstein set up a few Medical 
E-fundi’s and they gave weekly advice on what they believed to be the 
best way forward on the pandemic….Dr Schoub & Friedlander and a 
few others were right there advising the community, and Dr Anton 
Myburgh who appears on Howard Feldman’s weekly Sunday round up 
were very helpful …. Methinks Dr Anton has a massive following

Not enough can be said to praise the work done by Hatzolah & the 
CSO……. Once Yidden had the Virus, Hatzolah took over soooo many 
tasks, like visiting infected patients at home every day for the 14 day 
period and just helping everywhere, with everything …. ….. As I say, not 
enough praise can be given to those volunteers for the sterling work 
they have done and still continue to do……They have been here, there 

and everywhere….

The Chevra Kadisha and their staff at West Park must be commended 
for the way they have handled funerals under some VERY tough 
conditions …. During some stages, funerals went up four fold, and they 
handled the situation very well….. With the Pandemic the Chev moved 
quickly to isolate the elderly in all the homes, BUT …..the virus still got 
in, and was very well handled, and they have really tried to keep the 
older folk as comfortable as possible…… 

The Virus, has been a ‘Tummel’ with regarding Info, and there has been 
so much false news that none knows what to believe any more….In the 
Beloved Country they started with the ONE shot J & J, and then onto the 
two shot Pfizer, which is what is being administered at the moment….
The RUSH to get a shot was unbelievable, BUT….the euphoria seems 
to have died down, and there is no rusgh by the general population to 
get vaccinated….At the moment, 5m people are completely vaccinated 
with another 3m needing another shot …. This is way behind the actual 
targets the Government laid out, and them having 37m vaccinated by 
year end if a pipe dream….Must be honest, they have been ‘fibbing’ 
along the way, as the first problem originally was shortage of stock, 
which was denied….The potential to vaccinated 300,000 a day is there, 
BUT….there aren’t that many takers…..and the result is that they are 
lowering the age limit to above 23 year olds to try and fasten the pace….. 
The saddest thing is the false news that is starting to get through to the 
population not to vaccinate, and of course our WONDERFUL Unions 
are warning that you cannot force ‘Wekkers’ to have the ‘shot’, and 
then there are the hard core anti Vaxxers who are militant, and try and 
discourage the people….

Looking forward, I personally don’t see a quick solution, as in some 
countries they are already starting with the 3 rd shot, for the elderly 
& those with existing medical conditions….. ….Israel, the leader in 
Vaccines at the moment, is also worrying about the infection rate, even 
though most of the population have been fully Vaccinated..

Stay well and safe in these troubling times…..

The Coronavirus – “ The Never Ending Story”
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Wife and husband were sitting in a restaurant.
A young, attractive waitress gets flirty with the husband. He looks 
boastfully at his wife.
She smirks and says, “Don’t get carried away. She is down with Covid.”
Husband is taken aback and said, “How do you know?”
Wife said, ”She has no taste!”....🤨 Eishhhhhh ( The Kaylikka’s will get it
eventually…)

The World Health Organization has announced that dogs cannot 
contract Covid-19.
Dogs previously held in quarantine can now be released. 
To be clear, ……. WHO let the dogs out.
 
Know why Hashem created Hatzolah, because he could not be 
everywhere during the Virus….

Now with the lockdown that food has replaced my sex life. ……I cannot 
even get into my own pants.
 
30 Days Hath September, April, June and November.  All 
the rest have 31 … except March, April and May which 
hath 8000
 
This is stupid.  I just tried to make my own hand 
sanitizer and it came out as a rum & coke!
 
Day 409 of social isolation and it’s looking like Sun 
City in my house: 
We’re losing money by the minute.  Cocktails are 
acceptable at any hour. 
Nobody knows what time it is.
 
Ireland on lock down due to the virus!! Paddy 
and Murphy have just been signed up by the 
army.
They are given a rifle each and told...‘ Martial 
law has been declared!
Anyone caught out after the 6 pm Curfew,  it’s 
SHOOT TO KILL!!!
On their first day, they are sitting on a rooftop 
when Paddy lets off 3 rounds and kills a man who is 
walking along the pavement!
Murphy shouts ‘BLERRY HEL’L PADDY WHAT ARE YOU DOING? 
IT’S ONLY 5.45!
Paddy replies: I Know where he lives...... He would never have made it 
home by 6 * Einaaaaaah….)
 
Virus breaks out in China - China races to build hospital in 6 days.

Virus breaks out in South Africa;

Government establishes a commission of inquiry. 
Hospital staff strike demanding an increase, whilst thousands die.
Corona beer images become memes.
EFF somehow links the virus outbreak to WMC and or Apartheid.
Helen Zille tweets something about the virus which doesn’t choose 
colour and black twitter goes mad.
Afriforum wants to build an Afrikaans only hospital.
Cyril Ramaphosa is shocked.
Street mobs attack nurses demanding vaccines and set hospitals on fire.
Twitter makes it political.
Jacob Zuma is making Tzorris from Cheder/hospital….
- Nandos advertise its chicken as being INFECTIOUS( ly) delicious.
- Zondo commission is yet to deliver its report.

Jokes
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E-Mazing Pictures!

‘Monseur’ Gary Friedman

Aubrey Girnun, Doc Lenny Steingo & Chavers.

Barney Treger and Alan Bak

Cricket GR8888’s -Joe Pamensky & Ali Bacher

Ami & ‘Bunny’ Bolnick

Ava & Stan visiting ‘Oooooom Danie’....

Braaaaing with the Meidlach

Edith & Ivan Solomon

Aron, Naomi, & Shira Koral

Ava Smookler, Bev Adler & Helen Heldenmuth

Chazzan Chilly Chrysler & Steven Adler

Gary Herbert, ‘Zhivago’, Rabbi’s Glicksberg & 
Fox
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E-Mazing Pictures!

Grant De Vries, Selwyn Trakman, with the 
Freidman Broers-Jarred & Ryan

Ilana & Morris Kruger

Late Cuzzie Srage & Boet Hilton....

Leon & Avon Gershlowitz (The Gerschy’s’)

Haley Glick, Bev,Steve & Jonathan Adler.

Jeremy Kusner’s Mini Fire engine-Available for 
parties

Late Dave & Minette Suchard

Leslie & Ivor Sacks

Ian & Hazel Smolowitz with Shneir Suchard

Jules Gecelter & Julie Moritz

Late Mike Baum & Stan (Ou Highlanders)

Leslie Heilbronn and his Einingkel
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Recently a teacher, a garbage collector, and a lawyer 
wound up together at the Pearly Gates.
St. Peter informed them that in order to get into 
Heaven, they would each have to answer one 
question.
St. Peter addressed the teacher and asked, “What 
was the name of the ship that crashed into the 
iceberg?
They just made a movie about it.”
The teacher answered quickly, “That would be the 
Titanic.”  St. Peter let him through the gate.
St. Peter turned to the garbage man and, figuring 
Heaven didn’t REALLY need all the odours that this 
guy would bring with him,
decided to make the question a little harder: “How 
many people died on the ship?”
Fortunately for him, the trash man had just seen the 
movie and answered, “about 1,500.”  “That’s right! 
You may enter.”
St. Peter then turned to the lawyer. “Name them.”   …. 
( Yirrrrrrra……..)
 
In one small rural town the sheriff also fulfilled the 
role of the town’s veterinarian. 
One night the phone rang, and his wife answered.
An agitated voice inquired, “Is your husband there?”
“He is, but tell me, do you need him as the sheriff or 
the vet?” the wife asked.
“Both!” was the reply.  “We can’t get our dog’s mouth 
open, and there’s a burglar in it!” (Eishhhhhh….)
 
An 8-year-old girl went to her grandfather, who was 
working in the garden and asked him,
“Grampa, what is couple sex?” 
The grandfather was surprised that she would ask 
such a question, but 
decided that if she’s old enough to know to ask the 
question, then 
she’s old enough to get a straight answer. Steeling 
himself to leave 
nothing out, he proceeded to tell her all about 
human reproduction and 
the joys and responsibilities of intercourse. 
When he finished explaining, the little girl was 
looking at him with 
her mouth hanging open, eyes wide in 
amazement. 
Seeing the look on her face, the grandfather 
asked her,
“Why did you ask this question, honey?” 
The little girl replied, “Grandma says that dinner will 
be ready in just a couple secs.

A golfer is playing a round of golf with his buddies.  
On the sixth hole, a hole over water, he proceeds to 
flub nine balls into the water.  
Frustrated over his poor golfing ability, he heaves his 
golf clubs into the water and begins to walk off the 
course.
Then all of a sudden, he turns around and jumps 
back in the lake, his buddies apparently thinking he is 
going to retrieve his clubs.  
When he comes out of the water, he doesn’t have his 
clubs and begins to walk off the course.
Then one of his buddies asks, “Why did you jump 
into the lake?”
And he said, “I had to, I left my car keys in the bag.”
 
It was my first time caring for an elderly patient. 
When he grew sleepy, I wheeled his chair as close 
to the bed as possible and, using the techniques I’d 
learned in school,
grasped him in a bear hug to lift him onto the bed.  
But I couldn’t clear the top of the mattress. 
So, I grabbed him again, summoned all my might, 
and hoisted him onto the bed.
When the night shift nurse arrived, I recounted 
what had happened.
“Funny,” she said, looking puzzled. “Usually, I just 
ask him to get in bed, and he does.” ( Ag Neeeee.)

Everyone asked a 100-year-old man for his health 
secrets:
The old man said: I’ll tell you a secret.
I’ve been married for 75 years.
Promised my wife when we got married that when 
two people quarrel, the loser has to walk for 5 
kilometres.
I’ve been walking 5 kilometres every day for 75 years!
Everyone asked again: ….. But how come your wife’s 
very healthy as well?
The old man answered: …..I’ll tell you another secret.
She’s been following me to make sure I really finish 
the 5 kilometres!
 
It was Sunday morning on a bus traveling from 
Bnei Brak to Yerushalayim, was filled with Chareidi 
talmidim.
On the last stop in Bnei Brak a girl, dressed very 
immodestly, boarded the bus and sat in the one 
empty seat, which was next to a yeshiva boy.
The Bochur took out an apple from his bag and gave 
it to the girl. She was very surprised and asked why 
did u give me the apple.
He responded: Because until Chava ate the apple, 
she didn’t realize she wasn’t dressed.
The next week the girl got on the bus dressed 
modestly and gave an apple to the Bochur.
He asked why did u give me an apple. She responded 
that until Adam ate from the tree, he didn’t know he 
was supposed to work. (Otazay…..)
 

Shirley Rabinowitz was having two problems during 
Coronavirus that were not uncommon:
she had gained weight and her kids were bored. So 
she decided to tackle both of them.
She went on a diet and she started coming home 
with arts and crafts for her kids.
A few weeks after she started the new initiatives, she 
went to the craft store to pick up a set of oil painting 
for beginners with paints and brushes.
When she got to the cash register she noticed her 
friend Sally working at the checkout.
“Did you get thinner?” Sally asked.
Shirley smiled,  proud of herself, . “Well I did start a 
diet a few weeks ago.”
Sally coughed awkwardly. “I meant paint thinner.” ( 
Oy……….Vy).
 
A man walks into a bar, he sees two pieces of meat 
hanging from the ceiling.
He asks the barman, “Why are those two pieces of 
meat hanging from the ceiling?”
The barman replies, “It’s a competition which we 
run every night.
If you can jump up and touch the meat, you get free 
drinks for the whole night.”

“Great!” says the man, “but what if I can’t reach 
them?”
“Then you have to buy all the drinks for everyone all 
night,” the barman answers. “Do you want to try?”
“No, but thanks anyway.”
“Why not?”, asks the barman.
“The steaks are too high.” ( Eishhhhhhhhh…)

This fellow is looking to buy a saw to cut down some 
trees in his backyard.
He goes to a chainsaw shop and asks about various 
chainsaws.
The dealer tells him, “Look, I have a lot of models, 
but why don’t you save yourself a lot of time and 
aggravation and get the top-of-the-line model.
This chainsaw will cut a hundred cords of wood for 
you in one day.”
So, the man takes the chainsaw home and begins 
working on the trees.
After cutting for several hours and only cutting 
two cords, he decides to quit. He thinks there is 
something wrong with the chainsaw.
“How can I cut for hours and only cut two cords?” 
the man asks himself. “I will begin first thing in the 
morning and cut all day,” the man tells himself.
So, the next morning the man gets up at 4 am in the 
morning and cuts and cuts, and cuts till nightfall, and 
still he only manages to cut five cords.
The man is convinced this is a bad saw. “The dealer 
told me it would cut one hundred cords of wood in a 
day, no problem.
I will take this saw back to the dealer,” the man says 
to himself.
The very next day the man brings the saw back to the 
dealer and explains the problem.
The dealer, baffled by the man’s claim, removes the 
chainsaw from the case.
The dealer says, “Hmm, it looks fine.”
Then the dealer starts the chainsaw, to which the 
man responds,
“What’s that noise? ( Kaylikka’s will get it 
eventually….)

A large two-engine train was crossing New York 
and at the helm was a train engineer who had 
recently moved from Israel – Itzik Hadari.
After they had gone some distance, one of the 

engines broke down.
“No problem,” Itzik said and carried on at half 

power.
Farther on down the line, the other engine broke 
down and the train came to a standstill.
Itzik decided he should inform the passengers about 
why the train had stopped, and made the following 
announcement,
“Ladies and gentlemen, I have some good news and 
some bad news.
The bad news is that both engines have failed, and 
we will be stuck here for some time.
The good news is that you decided to take the train 
and not fly.” ( Oyvevoy……)

Some people grow old gracefully, while others fight 
and scratch the whole way.
Andy’s wife, refusing to give in to the looks of 
growing old, goes out and buys a new line of 
expensive cosmetics guaranteed to make her look 
years younger.
After a lengthy sitting before the mirror applying the 
“miracle” products, she asks her husband,
“Darling, honestly, if you didn’t know me, what age 
would you say I am”?
Looking over her carefully, Andy replied,
“Judging from your skin, 20; your hair, 18; your eyes, 
16 and your figure, 25.”
“Oh, you flatterer!” she gushed.
Just as she was about to tell Andy his reward, he 
stops her by saying,
“Whoa, hold on their sweetie! I haven’t added them 
up yet!” ( Otazay….)

Jokes……
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E-Mazing Pictures!

Lionel Starkowitz

Menora from Lichtenburg Shul-Donated by The 
Late Solly Shapiro

Michael Sieff with the Frankel Broer’s, David & 
Steven

Myron & Janet Pollock

Marc Romberg & Jonathan Adler

Merangues by Riva Flax Caterers

Moses-Paul’s Ice cream

Myron Berzack & Dave Kassel

Marcelle Gorelick & Stan

Mervyn Aires & Selwyn Noik

My Nephew Michael, Tali & Chaver

Ooooom Solly & Martin Krok with Rabbi Yossy 
Goldman
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+27 11 518 3700

info@ssgsa.co.za

128 Oak Avenue, Highveld Technopark
Centurion, 0157

www.ssgsa.co.za

With these three solutions SSG Holdings is focused on providing 
turnkey specialised integrated services to the South African market.

LEVEL 1 BBBEE CONTRIBUTOR

SSG Security offers our clients 
optimum security solutions 
and services on a national 
basis. SSG Security has a 

culture of pride in performance 
and integrity with a level of 

commitment that comes from 
employee satisfaction and 

motivation.

The Facilities Management 
of our clients facilities are 

ultimately about the people 
and businesses within them. 

We therefore embed ourselves 
in our client’s organisation 

and ensure our services are 
integrated with their strategic 

objectives.

SSG Cleaning is proud 
to provide our clients with 

premium cleaning solutions 
that guarantees more than just 

cleaning, but also strives to 
obtain and maintain superior 
levels in service delivery and 

client satisfaction.

Fullpage Advert 010921.indd   1Fullpage Advert 010921.indd   1 01/09/2021   09:15:4901/09/2021   09:15:49
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E-Mazing Pictures!

Sharon & Selwyn Krost

Stan & Chef Andy

STAN & PETE @ Suikerbossie

Tali Nates-The ‘Balabos’ @ The Holocaust 
Museum..

Simone Blumenthal & Lindsay Marks- OU Stan 
& Pete Wekkers

Stan & Kim Day, ex Stan & Pete waitress

Stan with Larry Jankelowitz-Ex Stan & Pete 
waiter

Tapestry cover from Lictenburg Shul ( in Honour 
of the Kangisser family)

Stan & Ava Smookler with Steve Adler

Stan & my good Chaver, David Osrin...The 
‘Mitzvah’ Man

Steven & Marc Romberg

The Berger’s
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The
Simcha 
Guide!

Your 
comprehensive 

guide to 
all 

the best 
wedding
suppliers

in the business
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Tel: 011 786 7948
Email: cateringbyriva@gmail.com

A Paradigm shift in 
culinary tastes from 

conventional 
to Avnate Garde..

Only for the contemporary 
palate not for the ordinary or 

mundane
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Not Glorious at all……

Very few industries have been hit as hard as the Food industry, and I 
wonder if it will ever recover to what it was….. It is one of the most 
difficult labour intensive industries around, and many of the ‘Wekkers’ 
experience totally crazy hours and working conditions…..
The Coronavirus has Tukka smashed the ‘Kosher’ food industry to pieces 
and quite a few places have closed, or on the verge…… The only way they 
can survive, so that when the Pandemic clears, there is still an Industry 
going is to get support from the public….

We have seen the shrinking of Food outlets over the past two years 
already, and Methinks we will see more…..BUT…..the lure is there and 
as one closes another opens, which in normal circumstances would be 
GR888888 for the public, BUT….unfortunately many have lost a lot of 
money……

Although I left Stan & Pete 21 years ago, I am still close to the Kosher/
General food trends, and it has been VERY cruel this past year with, more 
& more Lockdowns, and when the Curfews are made earlier it actually 
kills the night trade of the Restaurants, and the Kosher Caterers are only 
allowed 50 guests, if any at all, and the Establishments cannot cover the 
overheads which include rentals wages, Insurance etc.…

I really feel sorry for the Food Industry as a whole which has been hit 
virtually the hardest….. During this last year we saw Gary Friedman 
Caterers close shop, as it had become totally unviable to stay open…..

The expenses are massive, and making a few prepack Meals for Shabbos 
could not carry the massive overhead, which had been built up over years, 
because when you have business, you need a venue, and of course when 
clients don’t want to use your Hall, you need enough staff to be able to 
Caterer all over the place. The Yiddisher pulic bless them are demanding, 
and Caterers have been Shlepping all over to do Simcha’s which means 
extra costs to keep the business going…. Methinks that it will take at 
least another 2 years before any recovery in the Leisure food industry 
takes place, so hopefully Gary can do a scaled down operation in the 
next few months building into a proper business again….Not going to be 
easy, BUT….when a Large Banquet is required, Caterers with experience 
will be needed, and there are so few Caterers around that can service 
sit-down dinners for 500/1,000 guests, which please G-D we will reach 
in a few years again…..

The next problem which will affect the Kosher Restaurant/Caterer market 
is the immigration of a lot of Yidden…. These are mainly the group that 
spends on leisure food, and in a few years (not to many), we will be left 
with a much older profile of Yid, who has very little need for Dinning 
out, and have paid for all their Kinderlach’ s Bar/Bat mitzvah’s, Chasene’s 
etc…..

Another problem I see is that as the community shrinks, so the Beth Din 
“ Seem” to have become VERY lenient, and rules that have applied for 
the past 50 years, don’t seem to hold these days, and the ‘Kosher Style’ 
Catering has become ‘Rosh’….. 

I have been asking for the past 50 years.. ”What is a Kosher Style 
Caterer…??? And no one, including the Beth Din has an answer, BUT…..
the past year has seen the creation of at least 30 Kosher Style Caterers….
Some advertise Kosher, not under Beth Din, other advertise Kosher Style, 
Meat is Kosher, don’t mix Meat & Milk etc… Very puzzling why none of 

them want to go Kosher under The Beth Din…..????

Going forward one hopes for Simcha’s to return, which will take a long 
time…… and once they do start, it helps lift the general ‘Ruach’ among 
the community…..There have been some novel Covid Simcha’s, like the 
Chasene that took place on the Torah Academy sports fields and Chavers 
all parked on the field and watched the Chuppa….. Drive thru Barmy’s & 
Batti’s have been good, with guests driving past wishing Mazeltov and 
picking up a ‘Peckel’ of goodies……We had two ‘Zoom Brisses’ in our 
family, which was not the same, but worked out well………

Hoping that not too many Shopkella’s will have to close due to the chaos 
caused by the Virus…..which has left soooo many in the Industry jobless, 
with no prospects of finding work ….

It is not only the Food side that has suffered, but the Music, Decor, 
Hiring, waiters etc have been even worse affected, with some having 
NO business and as things are going, there is a good chance that they 
will have to hold on for a few more months….
Some have managed to do other work, or tailor their current offering and 
the Marathon Man, Johnny Birin has been doing quite a few Zooooom 
Simcha’s and they have been exceptional, and the beauty about Zoooom 
is that you can play at a Simcha anywhere in the World….. 

Please note that the adverts used for the Simcha Guide, are NOT paid 
adverts but a hope that they will make a strong comeback when, IF times 
changes……Today everything is blamed on Covid, and I think the Cartoon 
says it all…….

Food ,Glorious food……………2021
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Contact us
011-907-7882

 info@dspress.co.za
 www.dspress.co.za

39A 5th Avenue, Alberton North
The Braids, Block D Ground Floor

113 Bowling Avenue
Gallo Manor

2191
P O Box 1396

Gallo Manor
2052

Telephone: (011) 287 1160
Fax: (011) 287 1179
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3695 / S.37 5th February 2014
To : Chamber Directors / Managers
Dear Sir/Madam,

School Calendar for Learners in Public Schools for the year 2015

Coastal Provinces: Eastern Cape, KwaZulu-Natal, Northern Cape and Western Cape

Term Duration Number 
of weeks 

Number of 
days 

Number of 
Public Holidays 

Actual no. of 
school days 

1 (19) 21 Jan. - 1 April 11 (53) 51 0 (53) 51 
2 13 April - 26 June 11 55 3+1 51 
3 20 July - 2 Oct. 11 55 2+1 52 
4 12 Oct. – (11) 9 Dec. 09 (45) 43 0 (45) 43 
Total  42 (208) 204 5 + 2 (201) 197 

Inland Provinces: Free State, Gauteng, Limpopo, Mpumalanga and North West

Term Duration Number 
of weeks 

Number of 
days 

Number of 
Public Holidays 

Actual no. of 
school days 

1 (12) 14 Jan. - 25 March 11 (53) 51 0 (53) 51 
2 13 April - 26 June 11 55 3+1 51 
3 20 July - 2 Oct. 11 55 2+1 52 
4 12 Oct. – (11) 9 Dec. 09 (45) 43 0 (45) 43 
Total  42 (208) 204 5+2 (201) 197 

N.B: Dates in brackets ( ) are for Educators.

The information has been compiled from the official source (Government Gazette), and whilst
every effort is made in ensuring that the information supplied to us is correct, PIFSA (PRINTING 
SA) cannot be held responsible for any changes or inaccuracies by the Department.

The dates above have been extracted from the Government Gazette No.36841 Notice No.941.

Yours sincerely, 

 
Maria Silveiro 
PIFSA Administrator 

PROUD MEMBER OFEst
1983  

We deliver
nationwide

• posters
• desk pads
• catalogues
• pamphlets
• brochures 
• folders 
• posters

• programs
• calendars 
• diaries 
• invitations
• certificates 
• newsletters 
• invoice books

• banners
• header cards 
• colour brochures
• computer forms
• business cards
• pads 
• packaging 

• envelopes
• manuals 
• magazines
• letterheads
 ... and more

FOR ALL YOUR - LITHO - DIGITAL - WIDE FORMAT - PRINTING

www.benchingcards.com

LLeeee  TToobbiinn  007733  002222  88113333
EEvveenntt  CCoooorrddiinnaatteerr

BBaarrmmiiss BBaattiiss WWeeddddiinnggss CCoorrppoorraattee  FFuunnccttiioonnss|| || ||

NNootthhiinngg  ttoooo  bbiigg  oorr  ttoooo  ssmmaallll
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Beverage Control/ Barman Services
Beverage control at  Weddings, Barmitzvah’s, Hotels and Corporate functions.I also do 
Barman services for all functions. No function is to big or to small. 20 Years experience
My duties/role are as follow:
•  Take stock on arrival of all liquor and control  for duration of function
•  Control stock for client, if client brought stock in
•  Determine Corkage at end of function if client brought stock in
•  Add stock and take closing stock at closing of function
•  Determine bill at end of function on actual stock used, to compare it with Tills/ 
 Computers for payment 
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E-Mazing Pictures!

Rabbi Boruch Rubanowitz

Rabbi Suchard with Choirboy Ivan Solomon

Robin Kuper, Max Abrahamson & Harry Sweiden

Seal in Hout Bay

Rabbi Grossnass, Stan Kaplan, Lewis Newberger 
& Jeff Kalinko

Rabbi Suchard, Steven Adler & Ronnie Kaplan

Roy & Marge Peiser

Selwyn Moss, Dennis Cohen & Graeme Victior

Rabbi Kay & Gerald Kaplan

Rabbi Yossy Goldman & Rabbi Asher Derren

Salmon ‘A La’ King’...

Sharon & Mel Kur
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E-Mazing Pictures!

The Klotz’s

Walter Brest

The UJW Meidlach with ‘Fruma’ Sacks

With Addy & Raphie who grew the watermelon

The Waner’s

With all our Einingklack & kinderach

�������������

Hatzolah Medical Rescue JHB @HatzolahSA @hatzolahsa

29 Durham Street, Raedene Tel (Office): 0860 100 101, info@hatzolah.co.za, www.hatzolah.co.za
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The 2021 Bledisloe cup started with the All Blacks & Wallabies playing in New 
Zealand, both legs because of Covid, and to cut down on moving from country to 
country…. The Bokke Played the Puma’s in Port Elizabeth ( Gqeberha) both legs…. 
The next problem is will there be any more Champions Cup, with the AB’s pulling 
out of the game with the Aussies in Perth, and this has also caused unpleasantness 
with the Wallaby coach, slamming the All Blacks for cancelling (and he is a New 
Zealander)….There is talk of completing the Cup elsewhere and Twickenham is 
being touted, BUT….Europe wants it and maybe Souff Effrikka….

The first Bledisloe was a hard fought Match, which the AB’s won in the end …
The second game the ‘Mighty’ Al Blacks beat the Wallies by a record score of 57 
points….. It was Tukka an enjoyable game to watch, with E-mazing running Rugger 
from both sides for the whole game…. The All Blacks were still a bit rusty, and will 
have to jack up their game, giving away to many penalties… Methinks where ever 
the QAll Blacks play, they will be VERY hard to beat, and there running Rugger ALL 
the time is so good to watch, compared to the very boring tactics by the Bokke 

& Lions… 

The first Puma’s game was a bit better with the Bokke risking 
opening up for a bit….only a bit, and the second game saw 
the Bokke totally dominate the Puma’s, BUT…that negative 
‘Win at all costs’ actually cost them a Bonus point….The first 
half belonged to the Bokke, BUT…..they kept on taking the 3 
points, instead of kicking for a 5 m throw in, which with their 

powerful pack, could have rucked in ¾ tries, and the second half would have 
just added on to a huge winning score….It was not to be, and the Boks battled 
in the last 20 minutes to control the game, and the Puma’s started running the 
ball and could have run in quite a few tries, BUT…silly mistakes crept in, and 
they denied the Bokke the bonus point…. This ‘skop & hardloop’ Rugger that 
they play is dangerous, because eventually the opposition start running, and the 
Laager Mentality is in danger….Going forward the Boks will have to play more 
positive winning Rugger….was E-mazed at Breyton Paulse’s comment at the end 
of the game, which was ‘The Boks are winning, why change the style, its winning 
Rugger…?????

No one knows what will happen with the rest of the Championship Cup, due 
to Covid…..Hopefully we see the Bokke playing the Wallabies & the All Blacks, 
but….it is a very difficult decision to make…..BUT….hopefully, the Manne will put 

personal opinions behind them, and for the sake of Rugger 
complete the Tournament…..and give Rugger supporters there 
just rewards

Hopefully they will complete the Games, in spite of the Covid 
scarce, and all the other under the table playing around…
This looks like a Rugger Shpieler……………..

The Rugger Championships, Bledisloe Cups …..
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The BI Tour every years has Tukka been a highlight to watch over the years, 
and Willie John Mc Bride’s 1974 tour, is still very fondly remembered 
after their 4-0 win on the tour…..Winning a Test series in South Africa is 
exceptional but going unbeaten for an entire Tour like The 1974 British & 
Irish Lions – that is something else.21 wins out of 21 games….. Those were 
Tukka L-O-N-G tours, with warm up matches before the first test, and then 
mid-week games before the weekend Tests…

When one think back to those GR88888 days, and the Geeeeeeees 
from both countries, we have a long way to go if this current tour is to be 
compared…..

A year before the latest Tour, Covid had started with a vengeance and their 
were Seriaaaaaas doubts about the tour taking place at all…….and Methinks 
they should have played in the UK, as they would then have had spectators, 
which on a Tour like this, makes it….It was not to be a the Tour started here, 
with Kvecthing from both sides……Gatland was upset with the 3rd Ref being 
a local yokel, and it went on and on, and after the first Test, wall hell broke 
loose with the Ref being criticized and of course OUR director of Rugby 
(Aka Waterboy) Rassie Erasmus compiling a one hour video about the all 
the mistakes made against the Bokke….. Of course he claims it was a private 
video which was leaked ( ons sal jou goed glo)….Unless the person watching 
watched the whole game in conjunction with the tape, you could not be 
certain all the points he made were legitimate……The Tape has caused real 
upheaval, as he did not show a few very Shlegg calls in favour of the Boks….
Internationally, Methinks he made a fool of himself, first as the Waterboy, 
and then the Tape….and things just got worse….The second test saw an 
extra 25 minutes to complete the game, as the Ref was ‘bung’ to make any 
mistakes, and made it a stop/start game, with very little action…..

The Third test was won by one of those lucky high kicks, which bounced 
our way, BUT….could have gone the other way easily….Luck…???? The series 
was level at 1-1, and in the end, OU Liefling’s ( Morne Steyn’s) last penalty 
of the game was what separated the two sides….I believe the Lions only 
have themselves to blame for a series that they could easily have one…. 
The Boks won the series 2-1, BUT definitely lost many supports /friends in 
World Rugger, with their style of play …and I must say that the Waterboy 
and their team have been quick to come up with stats that showed the Lions 
kicked more that the Bokke….That’s really not the point….. We were the 
Hosts to the British Lions, and the behaviour of OUR Senior Rugger officials 
was ‘Shreklag’ ……’ It really is time for Rassie to grow up, and act like the Le 
Director of Rugger and not a Waterboy come coach, if he wants respect…. 

Really sad that such a magnificent Institution like the British Il was treated 
so ‘Shlegg’…..

The British Lyons Tour to the ‘’Beloved Country’……
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Last Yomtov I wrote about the sad state of Cricket in the ‘Be-
loved Country’, and since then it has deteriorated beyond repair 
methinks. ….
On the positive side the ‘Balabos’ Monroe finally was finally 
kicked out, and a few new faces are around to try and save 
Cricket

Can it be fixed…????? Is there any support for the Manne in 
charge???? Unfortunately every few weeks there is another 
story, resignation, skandaaaaal, and that’s how it’s being going 
for the past few years, with not one person at the top putting 
up his hand and TUKKA TAKING CHARGE….. From what one 
hears is that money is a big number, and although CSA is all but 
‘Bankrot’, and people are still jostling to get into the running of 
Cricket, and besides the few newly appointed ex Cricketers they 
are VERY few cricket people involved …

When Graeme Joffee (Joffers my Boy) ran away under a cloud, 
and wrote how bad things were, very few listened, which is now 
coming back to haunt them….. The latest drama was the Squad 
& management taking a Knee for the ‘BLM’ movement, and 
methinks that was the final straw…… all of a sudden thereafter 
a lot of moaning/rumblings were heard about how badly black 
Shpielers were treated, and claims against Graeme Smith, which 
he took apart, and it was ugly….. The amount of total negativity 
among Cricket fans has really shocked me…..Cricket fans are 
usually less aggressive than Rugger ones, BUT…..the real Cricket 
fans are fuming…..

The rot has crept in to Cricket in Souff Effrikka, when former 
Protea’s wicketkeeper Thami Tsolekile on a local radio station 
said that only black players were targeted in an investigation 
into match fixing……. “The allegation that the investigation delib-
erately targeted black players must be rejected,” Judge Ngoepe 
said in a statement released by CSA. “Both white and black 
players were investigated and charged, based on the evidence 
that was collected and presented.”…. On the allegation made 
by Tsolekile that he was not presented with any evidence and 
did not receive any charges, Judge Ngoepe said: “This is not the 
truth. Mr Tsolekile received a formal charge sheet as is required 
under the code. He was also presented with extensive evidence 

in the presence of his lawyer.” …Thami then went on to criticize 
Graeme Smith for not picking him in England a few years ago, 
and going for ‘Abe’ de Villiers….. Smith has stated that he had 
nothing to do with the selections……. This unfortunately is what 
CSA are dealing with….Thami was banned for 12 years, and after 
a few years have already past, has the Chutzpah to accuse….No 
Embarrassment for Match fixing scandal…??? Niks …….

On the allegation made by Tsolekile that he was not present-
ed with any evidence and did not receive any charges, Judge 
Ngoepe said: “This is not the truth. Mr Tsolekile received a for-
mal charge sheet as is required under the code. He was also pre-
sented with extensive evidence in the presence of his lawyer.”

CSA has committed itself to ONLY appointing Black Consultants 
going forward, to help transform cricket in being representative 
of the population …although they have black/coloured con-
sultants, they want ALL to be black…. Jacque Kallis who was 
recently appointed will not be able to coach, unless it can be 
proved that there is no person of colour for the position…… 
even after Jacque has just been entered into the World ICC Hall 
of Fame……. 

Cricket South Africa (CSA ) has sent all White Shpielers a formal 
invitation to people accused of racism and other adverse allega-
tions to reply to testimony levelled against them at their Social 
Justice and Nation-building (SJN) hearings that kicked off last 
month. ….Some of the most high-profile accusations included 
former Protea’s spinner and ex-Western Province coach Paul 
Adams alleging that current Protea’s head coach Mark Boucher 
and some team-mates sang a derogatory song aimed at him….
According to Adams, the slur, “brown sh*t”, would be sung at 
the team’s fines meetings after games…….He said it didn’t occur 
to him at the time that the song was racist but his wife was the 
one who brought it to his attention.

Boucher & others did not comment on the specifics of Ad-
ams’ allegation but said he would take up the opportunity SJN 
chairperson Advocate Dumisa Ntsebeza has afforded to him and 
others. ……”I have been asked by the SJN to submit a written 
reply to the various allegations made during the hearings that 
have taken place,” Boucher said last week in a statement sent to 
City Press. They have indicated that they will all send in written 
coment……

Disaster has been averted at Cricket South Africa. Cricket SA’s 
leadership held a crisis meeting at the where the Interim Board 
and the Members’ Council agreed on the Memorandum of 
Incorporation. However, CSA says it will not comment on the 
meeting...”This process has awakened all of us to the realisation 
that, to heal, we need to confront the past, however painful the 
journey”, Ntsebeza said.

Methinks itsa ‘set-up’ to get rid of all ‘VICERS’ in Cricket admin-
istration, and if they can Shpielers also….. Why would like group 

CSA – Cricket Souff Effrikka in turmoil…
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of Shpielers all from different era’s all of a sudden, some com-
plaint 15 years ago, come forward with a plan….From claims of 
petty racism to Seriaaaaaas allegations of a player being called 
the K-Word, and the latest is they are looking in the alleged for-
mer CSA directors Eugenia Kula-Ameyaw and Omphile Ramela 
alleged irregularities in director of cricket Graeme Smith and 
Boucher’s contracts. …Spinner Aaron Phangiso opened up about 
his pain of being picked for Protea’s World Cup squads but nev-
er playing a match on two separate occasions and the financial 
impact it had on his career earnings. Eishhhhhhh, maybe he 
was not good enough…????? I was surprised by Ashwell Prince’s 
claim that he was called a quota Shpieler, as he had been given 
full support during his career…

“Despite the official ban on tours to South Africa during this pe-
riod, several private tours did take place, some of them arousing 
great controversy. For information about the unofficial tours, 
see: International cricket in South Africa from 1971 to 1981 and 
South African rebel tours. South Africa resumed official interna-
tional cricket in 1991 when the team made a short tour of India. 
It then played in the 1992 Cricket World Cup in Australia and 
New Zealand. All of the matches played during the rebel tours 
had been granted first-class status, but this was subsequently 
and controversially withdrawn by the ICC in 1993. In August 
2007, the ICC was reviewing the status of all matches played in 
South Africa between 1961 and 1991, including those played 
during the rebel tours, with a view to restoring first-class status 

to some matches.”
From Wikipedia…

Cricket has always been about politics’, and by removing all trace 
of former ‘White’ Shpielers during the struggle era was disgust-
ing….. Can you imagine not seeing any ‘Famous’ players pictures 
up at Cricket grounds and CSA….that is a disgrace….and as the 
Men from the Ministry continue to destroy Cricket in Souff Ef-
fikka, more and more Shpielers White/Black/Indian are starting 
to move overseas, and SA Cricket will be in the doldrums for 
many years to come…Time to UNITE and get a Decent BOK 
team going …Sorry Protea’s…..

What a Team this was….
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BUFFETT ADVICE TO YOUNGSTERS

On 30 August, Warren Buffett, considered the world’s greatest investor, 
turned 91. I have been a diligent follower of Buffett’s investment 
thinking for decades and for many years attended his annual 
shareholder shindig in Omaha, Nebraska.

At each meeting, in sessions that stretched for six hours, Buffett and 
his lifelong business partner, Charlie Munger, who is 6 years his senior, 
would take questions from journalists, analysts and forty thousand 
attendees, in a packed arena, while munching candy and drinking Coca 
Cola.

At each gathering I took copious notes that I would later present to 
clients in feedback seminars.

Despite his immense wealth, Buffett lives unpretentiously, residing 
in the same home in Omaha that he purchased back in 1957. He 
confesses, though, that he does buy expensive suits, only that they look 
cheap on him.

He believes that people should make their own way in life and he 
doesn’t believe in plutocracy – that the children of the rich should rule 
society because of the “luck of the womb”. Accordingly, he gave his 
children enough so they feel they could do anything, but not so much 
that they could do nothing. He has donated his entire wealth, around 
$65bn, to five charitable trusts. 

Buffett’s wisdom extends far beyond his knowledge of investments 
and I was always fascinated by the advice he would give so graciously 
to those young children who were brave enough to put up their 
hands and ask questions about their future, in front of a very wise and 
judicious audience.

He would always tell them to do something they loved, warning them 
not to live their parents’ biography. “Develop a passion where you have 
the aptitude. When you love what you do, there is no heavy lifting”. 
Even at his advanced age, Buffett admits that he still “tap dances” to 
work each day. He bought his first investment when he was eleven. 
Until then, he says, he was wasting his time. 

Self-development is important. The best investment you 
could make was in yourself, he counsels, urging young 
people to take control of their own education. Read 
newspapers, journals, magazines. The more you 
learn about the things around you, the more you 
will want to learn. Go to bed each night with 
a little more knowledge than when you woke 
up.

If you want to be successful, you will need 
to develop your communication skills. It’s a 
subject under-taught at school and college, 
Buffett bemoans. He acknowledges that as 
a young man he signed up for Dale Carnegie 
courses to help him polish his ability to 
interact with others.

You would expect Buffett to advise the young to 
live within their incomes and avoid the temptation 
of keeping up with their neighbours. Understanding 
the impulse of adolescent males to use their first pay 

package to buy a dream car, he would illustrate the compound effect 
on savings, over a lifetime, of investing the difference between, say, the 
price of an expensive BMW and a more affordable Toyota. 

Finding the right partner in life was of the utmost importance, believing 
you behave better when you are happy. After which Buffett would 
always quip that the recipe for a successful marriage was to have low 
expectations.

Finally, Buffett would ask the young proteges to imagine that if they 
were offered a free car of any choice that had to last a lifetime, what 
would they choose and how would they treat it? He would answer 
that they would read the manual carefully and treat it with the utmost 
care. That, he would conclude, is how you should treat your body and 
your mind. With respect. Because it is the only body and mind you 
will ever have…. A Groiser Dank to Dave, who wrote this on the Plane 
from New York….where he was spending time with the Kinderlach & 
Einingklach…..

SASFIN’s Financial ‘Guru’ David Shapiro……….

STAN ROSH HASHANA 2020
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To the people that drive us - 
wishing our clients, associates 
and team a Shanah Tovah and 
well over the fast.

Our partner-led firm specialises in 
providing high quality audit, accounting, 
tax, and business advisory solutions.

               up  
another year.
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Discovery is an authorised fi nancial services provider.

Discovery_SAwww.discovery.co.za @Discovery_SA youtube/DiscoverySAdiscoverysouthafrica

United together, even as we celebrate apart.
Shana Tova!
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